zz;;eriEg from p!zs-z "'Bvis zrc gzn+r2!iiid for sisiiei~rrg me& an: fur both iieai.fi& MEASUREMENT of the plasma refractive index (forward-angle scattering, interferometry, shadowgraphy etc.) is a powerful diagnostic for both the short-scale random components of the plasma density distribution as well as the long-wavelength coherent structures (e. al., 1988; WEISEN et al., 1988) . In this work, an analysis of the diffraction of a Gaussian laser beam from a weakly perturbing, but otherwise arbitrary refractive index distribution, valid throughout the diffraction region is presented. The implications for interferometric and small-angle scattering field small-angle description of scattering from waves given by EVANS et al. (1982) is generalized to arbitrary refractive structures, reducing to the Evans expressions for harmonic disturbances. The work, however, highlights the properties of near-field techniques which have the advantage of conveying the transverse spectral features of the medium with little or no distortion. In addition, measurements in the Fresnel region allow some line-of-sight resolution of the scattering source distribution. Experimental scintillation measurements confirming these expectations are reported here. Section 2 reviews the relevant aspects of scalar electromagnetic diffraction theory introducing both Rytov and Born perturbation solutions to the wave equation for weakly fluctuating media. Our starting point is the drflracthn projecfiun theorem (WOLF, 1969) , which is the wavenumber domain solution to the scalar inhomogeneous wave equation in the Born approximation. It is the Rytov approach (e.g. STROHBEHN, 1968), however, that proves the more natural framework for the analysis offonvardangle, scattering techniques. An expression for the perturbed complex Rytou phase for the ideal case of plane-wave illumination is obtained, and shown to transform simply (in the paraxial approximation) under the action of a collecting optic. The theory is readily extended to Gaussian beams in Section 3 to yield a general expression for laser-beam scattering from an arbitrary medium in the region beyond the plasma, with or without a thin collecting optic. In Section 4, it is shown that the signals obtained using optical mixingdetection (e.g. heterodynedetection) are related linearly 
I N T R O D U C T I O N

LINE-OF-SIGHT
. S C A L A R D i F F R A C T i O N THEORY
We consider propagation in the z direction of a monochromatic wave (U(, = ck,,, k,, = 2n/i.") of arbitrary spatial distribution through an inhomogeneous, weakly perturbing plasma. The coordinate origin (incident plane) is chosen so that the plasma occupies the region 0 < z' < L, and the measurement plane is located beyond the plasma (z' > L). The diffraction geometry for the ideal case of an incident plane wave :he refractive index 1 + n ( R ' , t ) where R'= (x',y',z' ) is a point in the plasma. For sufficiently high frequencies the deviation from vacuum is a scalar quantity is i!!l?stra:ed in Fig. 1 n(R', t) = -n,(R, 1)/2n,, where n,(R', I ) is the electron density, n,, = ki/(4nr,) is the critical density and r, is the classical clectron radius. For small scattering angles, depolarization of the incident wave can be ignored and the electric field treated as a scalar quantity (e.g. CLIFFORD, 1978; SURKO and SLUSHER, 1980) . The total scalar field u(R, t ) at some point R = (+,y,z) outside the plasma can be regarded as the sum of the incident uo(R,t) and scattered waves us(R,/). Below we summarize the properties of these component fields in turn. ~i i r S U I U L I U I I io wiiicii IS inusi cunvcnicnuy obtained in ihe wavenumber domain (GOODMAN, 1968) . The incident wave field has angular spectrum df dpu,,(
where p = (I, y ) denotes a vector in the incident plane z = 0, dp = dx dy, K = ( K~, K ; ) and K~ isa two-dimensional wavenumber. For a monochromatic wave we write A ( K~, w ; 0) = 2 r r A , (~, ; 0) 6(w-w,,) and WOLF, 1968) and K~ = ( k i -k:)"*. For 1~~1 > k,,, til is imaginary and the wave is evanescent. The field at an arbitrary plane z can be expressed in terms of the incident field by taking the inverse Fourier transform of equation (2.3) to obtain dp'u,,(R', t)h(R-R)
with free-space kernel
For small scattering angles, in equation (2.4) can be approximated to second order by J . HOWAKU and L. E. SHARP
where k, = -#r:/2k0 = -2 n / z f and 5, is the Fresnel length. The approximation is valid provided that the residual phase ~: z / S k : , K~ = I # r L / is negligible. With X replaced by its parabolic (or Fresnel) approximation 2, (obtained by setting K: = tiF in the exponent), the convolution theorem again recovers equation (2.5) but with Fresnel kernel
The diffractedfield
In the radiation zone (k,lR-R'I >> 1) and in the "low-temperature" approximation (SHEFFIELD, i W j j , the scattered component satisfies the inhomogeneous Helmholtz 
(2.14)
Apart from an imaginary factor, the transfer function 9 is the samc as the free space propagator 2 [equation (2.4)] :
As 0 < I < k,, (propagating components), the vector K is constrained to the hemispherical surface in reciprocal space that is centered on the origin and has radius k,. This is a consequence of momentum conservation for elastic scattering (IKI = k").
The parabolic approximation to equation (2.14) is obtained by replacing K~ = xF and tiz = k, in the denominator of ? 3 and is equivalent to the familiar spatial-domain Fresnel approximation to the Green's function. where 
is the Rytov phase propagator. In principle A P (or YP) can yield information about the electron density distribution to a bandlimit 2k,,. The condition under which equation (2.12) and hence the results (2.14) and (2.21) are valid, however, requires the scattering anglcs to he small enough that the scalar theory is valid. In this context, the spatially apodiring effects and diffraction of finite diameter probing beams also need to be addressed. In Section 3 we therefore examine the Rytov phase for Gaussian beam scattering in the parabolic approximation. It is convenient to use the Rytov formalism because of the amenable properties of the Gaussian beam Rytov phase l/lG = xG+ j q c in the plane-wave and collimated-beam limits, and because of the simple relationship between and the signals measured using heterodyne and homodyne detection systems. For imaging (or focal-plane) scattering experiments it is necessary, however, to first construct an expression for the Rytov phase in front of a collecting optic.
Effect of a lens
We consider a lens of focal length .f at distance do from the disturbance (z = L) and calculate the field U . in the detection plane z = L + d , + d , at distance d , in front of the lens. The spccial case when the detector resides in the image plane of the field diffracted from a thin phase disturbance is illustrated in Fig. 3 . For collimated laser beams and small Scattering angles it is reasonable to assume that the optic collects all of the scattered radiation. The action of an infinite aperture thin lens in the parabolic approximation is to produce a Fresnel transform (2.28)
The scaling and quadratic phase terms are absorbed by the unperturbed phase $en = $Jo+(In a+ j&). The Rytov phase in front of the lens can thus be obtained from $3 and the measurement geometry using a linear coordinate transformation.
The character of the "lens" Rytov phase $J=is determined by E. For example, when f -CO then a = 1 and the lens-free result is recovered. The Fourier transforming property of the lens for the field in the front focal plane is obtained in the limit d , = L a + m and is discussed in Section 5. Substituting the imaging condition
which is identical apart from inversion and magnification by M-to the Kytov phase in the piane L. imaging techniques are particularly useful for restoring near field conditions (see Section 6) at a remote measurement plane.
. G A U S S I A N B E A M S
The Gaussian-beam Rytov phase can he obtained from the plane-wave phase by means of a coordinate transformation. We assume a probing Gaussian beam coincident with the z-axis with beam waist located at zn, and take the y-axis to point in the toroidal direction. The transverse and longitudinal coordinates are normalized to the beam waist dimension ivo [radius at exp (-I ) of the power profile] and Rayleigh length zK = kow& respectively: where u p = -u 2 / 2 and This expression is used below to calculate the scattered signals from airborne ultrasound for comparison with experiment.
DETECTION
We now relate the total Gaussian-beam Rytov phase to the signals registered by the measuring apparatus. Since R cc w o , measurement of $q requires the carrier frequency to he down shifted to a range where the sidebands carrying the desired information are accessible. This is obtained by mixing with a suitable local oscillator uLo in a non-linear detecting element. For a "square-law" detector contained in the plane i (we assume. for the moment. that there is no lens). the sienal resultine from ~ the sum of the field amplitudes U,> = u,+rr,., is givcn by (HOLZHAUER and MASSIC,  1978) where C is a constant proportional to the detector sensitivity, U,, is the aperture function and I/Tis the detector bandwidth. We assume a local oscillator related to the incident field by where r is the ratio of the wave amplitudes, RLo = oo-wLo is the intermediate frequency (IF) and is an arbitrary constant phase difference. Suppressing, for the moment, the explicit spatial and temporal depcndences, the signal registered by a point detector is proportional to the local intensity The constant relative phase Q,., is usually fixed at 4 2 or 3~/ 2 to give maximum sensitivity to the perturbed phase 'pc. Nevertheless, unless either ditfrdction effects are small lxc\ << I'pal or the local oscillator is strong r >> 1, intensity variations can significantly affect the measured signal. When lqcl is not negligible, hut providing the phase variation across the beam or detecting element is small, the spatial information is still carried by a term proportional to <pa. Since both real and imaginary parts of of the complex signal Equations (4.5) and (3.11) together allow computation of the spatial evolution of the complex signal (before and following the action of a thin focussing lens) for Gaussianbeam scattering from a thin (/ << 1) normally inclined plasma wave. The real (homo. 
,b. f i o~w e n . > t n l r = l l x r in the R i m r t n~t i n o inten-itv i t ir Innmnviite tn r t n , A v t h e n i n n e r~;~~
n(R',t) = Anu(z')cos(E.p-Qt) (5.6)
where An and a(;') are the perturbation amplitude and ;'-distribution and k is the mean transverse wavcnumber. In the absence of a local oscillator beam, the detected signal is proportional to C, = FCjxc;. Denoting by V = LM." the normalized wavevector for the plasma disturbance and P,. = -?/2, we obtain for the real and imaginary .c'
are the time-varying signal envelopes and the relative phases satisfy
For a sufficiently narrow disturbance u ( c ) -+ &r), the results of EVANS et al. (1982) for the homodyne signal are recovered. When U,l <c I (this Runiun-Nuth limit is discussed more fully in the next section) the quantities 0, + n/2 and Ix can be removed from the integral with the result In principle, the line-of-sight distribution u ( c ) can then be inferred from the measurements Fx (or Q. Practically, however, the required division by the signal envelope Ix is extremely noise prone, and limits determination of U to very low wavenumbers.
. N E A R F I E L D
We here derive the general form for the transform of the complex signal c = e$G in an arbitrary plane ( > I beyond the plasma. The apodizing term is and the Fourier transform C(v; (, t ) = C(k; 2, t)/w; or the complex signal is given by where
is the Fourier transform of eG.
For the standard case of discrete chordal measurements, most of the beam energy is collected using a focusing lens and sensed by a single detector. Provided that A& <c I over the beam area, the detected signal is proportional to (The contribution from the amplitude perturbations averaged over the beam area can be shown to vanish.) Assuming that the collecting aperture where i, (O,z', t ) is the filtered electron density on axis of the beam. Observe that this result is valid throughout the propagation region beyond the plasma. It would appear that an approximately bandlimited projection of the plasma can be obtained using a set of sufficiently closely spaced discrete probing beams. This principle is exploited in a scanning interferometer arrangement reported by HOWARD (1990) . We now consider the case when measurements are made within the collimated beam profile as with scintillation and phase contrast, or imaging interferometry experiments. This allows E,(yv-y'v') + EG(v-v') to he removed from the i' integral:
The Gaussian function significantly weights the integral for wavenumbers lv-v'l < I.
For values of v' satisfying this inequality the complex exponent can be approximated by noting that v.v' z v2 provided that lv.(v-v')l Q uIv-v'I 6 U c< U' where U = Ivl.
The final inequality requires the expanded beam waist to be much wider than the transverse scale length of the density variation. We refer to the region U( k,z << 1 as the Gaussian near Jidd. This is distinct from the near field which satisfies u2[/2 5 Ik,;lz c< I . Physically, the condition U( = kGz -~/ ( z~z~) ' '~ <c 1 requires substantial overlap of the main beam and diffracted orders as indicated in Fig. 3 .
In the Gaussian near field of an expanded beam, equation ( Knowledge of fi' then allows a((') to be determined to a bandlimit such that division by N' does not prohibitively amplify noise on the measured spectrum C. Let us consider the case of a quasi-monochromatic density perturbation propagating normal to the laser beam. As indicated schematically in Fig. 5 , the spatially localized beam presents a spread of incident wavenumbers Akx -2/w0 that sample the source transform over the range Akz -(K/k,)Ak,. The scattered waves are conveyed according to the strength of the transform N(K, n) at the intersection with the circular arc defining the locus of allowable scattered wave vectors. Since the spectral width AkA -2n/L represents the minimum distance over which A can change significantly, the narrower the structure the greater will be the range of its transform in the k; direction. It is therefore sufficient that the Klein-Cook parameter (KLEIN and COOK, !96?) Q = $?[I. he small for the density wave t o be sensed by the probing radiation. This is ensured when the phase screen is sufficiently thin (Raman-Nath regime). Otherwise the incident beam must be inclined in order that k-matching be satisfied (Bragg regime). Determination of A to the bandwidth AkA requires (K/k,)Ak, 3 2n/L.
Since the beam is collimated ( L c< zn) we therefore have 1 << Kwo < Q so that, for collimated beams, the scattering must be performed in the Bragg regime in order that the z-distribution of the source be recovered.
In the geometric optics limit we approximate %(U,; sd where higher-order terms have been neglected. The result is valid in the Rytov approximation which, assuming the medium varies smoothly, can be written as qG << k,L where the right-hand side is the phase shift of the unperturbed wave. In absolute terms, the phase qpc can be large. Gaussian near-field and geometric optics conditions can often be ensured using imaging techniques (HUGENHOLTZ and MEDDENS, 1982; YOUNG el al., 1984; HOWARD et al., 1987; NAZIKIAN and SHARP, 1987) . When the beam is allowed to freely propagate before being sensed by an array of detectors (e.g. PEEBLES et al., 1987; KIM et al., 1988) however, the effects of propagation (.gRF) must be carefully assessed (HOWARD et ul., 1990).
I . Diffraction from wuues
To compare with the results of scintillation experiments presented in Section 7, we apply equation (6.7) to obtain the near-and intermediate-field behaviour for laser diffraction from density waves. We assume the sound field takes the form of equation where
cos ( For a collimated laser beam p- I-j([-[') and for a localized perturbation ( L << z n ) , the above result reduces to a simple form obtainable directly from equation ( where @ = koLAn 5 -&rcLAnc is the absolute phase perturbation. Using the above, we can readily obtain explicit expressions for the heterodyne and homodyne signal envelopes and relative phases for comparison with experiment. Finally, for a thin phase screen (Q << I), the real part of equation (6.18) reduces to the near-field expression obtained by JAMES and Yu (1985) for Gaussian beam scattering from waves.
The scintillation diagnostic is a high-sensitivity Mach-Zehnder imaging interferometer that operates in the near-field (Rainan-Ndth) regime and is specifically designed for the detection of high spatial and temporal frequency plasma density induced phase and amplitude fluctuations. The instrument uses an expanded Gaussian beam ( w 0 -10 mm) of 10.6 pm radiation for heterodyne and homodyne scintillation measurements of airborne ultrasound. The measurement system layout is shown in Fig. 6 .
The optical system (consisting of a IOW gas-discharge CO, laser, beam-expansion optics and interferometer components) is mounted on a massive marble table and the sound source is a standard tweeter (cooled to -5°C) driven by an audio amplifier (300 W rms). Anti-reflection-coated 7.5 cm diameter ZnSe 50% beamsplittcrs are used to separate and combine the probing and local oscillator beams. The local oscillator is th-s xmina!!y identica! to the prohiag be-m apart fro-a CGXS~'&R~ pha-otf.et held at bL0 c 742 by the peizo-controlled mirror in the interferometer reference arm.
The Rayleigh length zR -40 m is much greater than the sound screen thickness L -0.005 m so that the Rytov-phase perturbation is given to sufficient accuracy by equation (3.10). The perturbed field propagates to the detector plane located at a distance z = 2. I O m from the interaction region. Up to two Fresnel zones are accessible by scanning the sound frequency from 5 kHz to a maximum of 100 kHz. On the other hand, the sound field remains strongly Raman-Nath even at the maximum sound frequency (e = iiFii -6.i5j.
A single Hg-Cd-Te detector of dimensions 300 x 300 pm (located on the axis of the beam) is used for these measurements. Using synchronous detection techniques (integration time 1 s), the interferometer is capable of sensing phase shifts as small as -radians. The homodyne and heterodyne signal amplitudes are measured in turn and digitized for later processing by computer.
As noted above, the Fresnel parameter VF[ is varied by changing the frequency of the sound waves. The experimental points and theoretical cnrves for the variation of the ratio of heterodyne and homodyne signal amplitudes with GF[ measured at x = 0, 3 and 6 mm from the beam centre are shown in Fig. 7 . The ratio is taken to remove the dependence on the system frequency response. The decrease in signal-to-noise ratio at higher Q values is due to the decrease by an order of magnitude in speaker efficiency. The nominal experimental parameters are: sound speed C, = 330 + 5 m s-', r = 1.0k0.05, $Lo = -90"*5", w o = 11 + 1 mm and z = 2.10k0.02 m. Systematic discrepancies are possibly attributable to a small mismatch of local oscillator and probe beams. We also note that a slightly closer fit with experiment can usually be obtained by the appropriate choice (within the quoted uncertainty bounds) of the above parameter values. The sensitivity to screen thickness L and waist position zo (within a Rayleigh range) is, however, weak.
The general agreement over three orders of magnitude confirms the functional behaviour described byequation (6.18). Thevariation with xhighlights theimportance of finite beam effects for high-resolution near-field scattering measurements. Based on the measurements of Fig. 7(a) we conclude that near field (uF[ < 1) measurements of the complex signal should he sufficient to locate a narrow, coherent source with an accuracy of -5%. Experiments examining other parameter dependences, and in which both phase and amplitude response are measured, are underway. , 1969) is the reciprocal space solution to the inhomogeneous wave equation in thc first Born approximation. For the special case of plane-wave illumination, and in the limit of zero wavelength, the result reduces l o the well-known "ccntral slice" theorem lor non-diffracting tomographic imaging. The proof ofthe thcorcm, which we skctch below, rests on the assumption that the scaltering is weak in the Born sense. More comprehcnsive treatments are given by WOLF (1969) . M m u m er U / . (1980) . KAK (1985) and DEVANLY (19%) .
ThcCreen'sfuunction is thespherical-wavesolution tothe wavrequationforapoinisource. Thespherical wave has the plane-wave decomposition [BANOS. 1966; cf equation (2.6)]:
The above expression forg is inserted into equation (2.12). and since Jo is zcro for L > L, we replace Iz-z'l by z-z' lo obtain afier some rearrangement Rccognizing ihe rightmost intcgral as the Fourier transform Fa of the scattering potenlial. the =altered field can be more compactly cxpressed as Fourier transformation over p and I yields the desired result (2.14).
In thc parabolic approxim;iiion U, can be cast in a Frcsncl intcgral form similar to equation (2.5) for the frcc space field. We prefer, however, to represent the scattercd ficld as Ihc superposition of beams identical io thc incident field but difractcd from the medium at anglcs dctcrmined by the spectrum ofthe 
